
Put the power of Dirt Devil 
in your pool.

www.glipoolproducts.com

Robotic Pool Vacuum
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Perfection in Your Pool
Dirt Devil®, the most recognized name in home 
vacuuming now brings you the Dirt Devil® 
Avenger ARC Robotic Pool Vacuum.  This 
advanced State-of-the-Art Dirt Devil® with the 
Aquatron control panel allows you to program 
your pool to it’s specific specifications, giving 
you a cleaner pool every time.



1 3 Three Year Warranty 2
State-of-the-Art Technology
AquaControl is a unique control panel which 
allows you to communicate directly with your 
Avenger ARC robot & customize your pools 
cleaning cycles.  The interface above allows 
you to set different parameters so that your 
pool can always be cleaned as efficiently 
as possible.  If no feature are selected your 
robot will work in default mode and choose 
parameters for you.  

The Right Speed - The Right Time
Multiple speed choices allows you to choose 
the right speed for you pool depending on the 
type of dirt load!  Smaller, finer sediment such 
as pollen, choose “Fine Mode”.  For larger 
debris, increase the speed to cover the pool 
more completely in a shorter period of time.  

With three cleaning cycles you can choose the 
amount of time the cleaner operates!  1, 2 or 
3 hours. A perfect way to save energy costs in 
smaller pools. 

It’s All About Customizing
With the Dirt Devil® Avenger ARC not only 
can you customize the speed of cleaning and 
the time it takes to clean, but you can also 
customize your vacuum to your pools shape 
and size.  The cleaner will then adapt to your 
specifications for the best clean of the entire 
pool and avoid obstacles such as in pool bars 
and water features.  As if that wasn’t enough 
you can even choose how often the cleaner will 
climb walls.  Which is great for scheduling tile 
cleaning.  

One, Two or Three Hour 
Cleaning Cycles

Intelligent Specifications
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